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What is Data Science ?

• Knowledge extraction 
from large data sets by 
means of scientific 
methods.

• Uses techniques and 
theories from many fields,

• which are jointly used to 
furthermore develop 
information retrieval on 
structured or unstructured 
very large datasets. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DataScienceDisciplines.png
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Data Science – on the Gartner Hype Cycle

 

The current perception 
of this field is still in 
the first section of the 
Gartner hype cycle.
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Forbes on Data Scientists: „the sexiest career of 
the 21st century“ 

„The Harvard Business Review has declared  'Data 
Scientist' to be the sexiest career of the 21st century. 

 Because if there’s one thing that gives a job an indefinable 
allure, it is everybody else being kind of unsure what it 
is you really do 

— a quality that data scientists [...] embody. „

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2012/09/27/data-scientists-the-definition-of-sexy/
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Data Science – the GIS of the next decade ?

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

• processing and analysing of spatially referenced content 

• integration and storage of spatial information 
• from heterogenuous sources, 
• data analysis, 
• sharing of reconstructed or aggregated results in visual form

    Geo-... and. ...-Informatics: „Hyphenated Computer Scientists“

• Applications in: 
Biology, Ecology, Medicine, Physics, Chemistry, WWW Studies, 
Archeology, Agriculture, Politics, etc.
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History repeated ? What lessons can be learned 
from GIS ?

GIS

„Have I Been a Data Scientist 
from the Start? Parallels from the 
Geographic Information Science 
Community in the Early 1990s“, AGU 
Poster IN43A-1639, 2013
Dawn J. Wright, Environmental Systems Research 
Institute (Esri), Redlands, CA, USA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DataScienceDisciplines.png
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GIS = Ecoinformatics = Data Science ?
Remote Sensing for Ecology 

Metz, Rocchini & Neteler, 2014, Doi:10.3390/rs6053822

1000m resolution,
2010-05-30
01:30 Aqua overpass
Raw-filtered data

MODIS LST mosaic of
20 MODIS LST tiles

in total 415 million
pixels

PROBLEM: no data
areas due to clouds
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Reconstructed MODIS LST
mosaic (4 maps per day)
using multivariate 
approach with forward/
backward data lookup

GIS data: 4.5 billion pixels 
per map used in calculation
due to set of input variables

250m resolution,
2010-05-30
01:30 Aqua overpass
gap-filled

Big Data

GIS = Ecoinformatics = Data Science ?
Remote Sensing for Ecology 

Metz, Rocchini & Neteler, 2014
Doi:10.3390/rs6053822
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The five tiers of GIS

 

• Standardisation, Standardisation, Standardisation

• Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) 
• freely accessible program code enabling 
• analysis, education and improvement.

• Applications based on closed-source software,
• without the option of access to 
• and analysis of the implemented algorithms
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FOSS GIS in Ecology... 
FOSS Ecoinformatics

Data be free!
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Open science wants Open Source!

Why FOSS is used
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Richard Stallmann's four Freedoms
How can non-free software be scientific ??

0. Freedom to run the program as you wish.

1. Freedom to study the source code of the program and then 
change it so the program does what you wish.

2. The freedom to redistribute the exact copies of the software 
when you wish.

3. Freedom to contribute to your community. That’s the freedom 
to distribute copies or modified versions when you wish.

If a software allows for all four essential freedoms, then it is 
free software.
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The heritage of „Free and Open Source Software GIS“ 
Approaches that will work

• Acknowledgement of a meritocratic attitude is crucial.

• Best-practices, which evolved from long duration FOSS 
projects (up to 30 years). 

• Community-driven global umbrella organisations  

• Evolutionary processes of establishing and maintaining a web-
based democratic culture spawning new kinds of 
communication and projects.
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Meritocracy 
Actions speak louder than words.

• Political philosophy: Power should be vested in 
individuals according to merit.

• The Apache Software Foundation (among other projects) 
is an example for open source software projects that 
officially claim to be a meritocracy.

• Meritocratic community culture in science:
•  transcends the established compartementation and 

stratification of science
•  by creating mutual benefits for the participants,
•  irrespective of their research interest and standing.
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OSGeo: Interlinked communities 
Trust, share, reuse, improve 

• The Open Source Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo)
• a non-profit NGO
• an „umbrella“ for multiple community software projects 
• Mission: to support and promote the collaborative 

development of open geospatial technologies and data.

• OSGeo draws governance inspiration from several aspects of 
the Apache Foundation, 

• including a membership composed of individuals drawn 
from foundation projects 

• who are selected for membership status based on their 
active contribution to foundation projects and governance.
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OSGeo Mission Statement
Trust, share, reuse, improve 

Support and promote
the highest quality
Open Source 
Geospatial Software
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OSGeo Principles („the way“)
Trust, share, reuse, improve 

• Projects should manage themselves, striving for 
consensus and encouraging participation from all 
contributors - from beginning users to advanced 
developers. 

• Contributors are the scarce resource and successful 
projects court and encourage them. 

• Projects are encouraged to adopt open standards and 
collaborate with other OSGeo projects. 

• Projects are responsible for reviewing and controlling 
their code bases to insure the integrity of the open 
source baselines. 
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Project Incubation Process
Trust, share, reuse, improve 

• Projects being part of OSGeo... 
• have a successfully operating open and collaborative 

development community 
• have clear IP oversight of the code base of the project 
• adopt the OSGeo principles and operating principles 
• are mentored through the incubation process 

http://grass.osgeo.org
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Project Operating Principles 
 

• document how they manage themselves. 
• maintain developer and user documentation. 
• maintain a source code management system. 
• maintain an issue tracking system. 
• maintain project mailing lists. 
• actively promote their participation in OSGeo. 

• have automated build and test systems. 
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Software Quality: Sharing trustworthy building blocks

OSGeo works because people participate. 

Participation includes 
• using,
• learning and then
• contributing back to the community 
• user review of the contributions through repository commit 

mailing lists

Quality-checked 
Free and Open Source 

makes 
science a safe investment.
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Conclusion: Proven patterns for Data Science

• Free and Open Source Software

• Meritocratic community culture transcends the established 
compartementation and stratification of science.

●  Umbrella Organisation

●  Establish the  „trust, share, reuse, improve“-paradigm 

These best practice patterns will enable the emerging Data 
Science communities to avoid known pitfalls and quickly 
establish a productive environment. 
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Thanks for listening !

peter.loewe@tib.uni-hannover.de
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